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Requirements for the properties of the melting zones of glass furnaces were formulated on the basis of ide(ll
conditions for the actual melting process, refining and homogenization, as well as on that of the effect of
the shape of flow on power consumption. Having compared these requirements with the properties of an ideal
mixer and piston flow, the authors proposed a combination of both extreme types and called it pseudopiston
flow. They also defined the means of influencing the macroscopic shape of flow in the melting zone, which,
in the form of theoretical models, could be used in seeking and designing new furnace types.

1. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical models and experimental results of re
search of the glass melting process allow the signifi
cance, mutual relations and possibility of mutual in
teractions of the melting processes to be defined. On
the other hand, it has so far been difficult, and not
much attempted, to determine a priori any signifi
cantly favourable types of glass flow through the melt
ing zones. The results of a study of energy demands
of the melting process [1] indicate the significance of
glass flow in terms of the technological characteris
tics of glass. It would no doubt be correct to base the
study on knowledge of the basic processes involved,
and not on findings and experience acquired with a:c
tual melting furnaces, and to attempt to define a pri
ori the posible favourable types of flow and/or their
laws, and to verify the viability of their practical im
plementation by means of mathematical models. It
seems obvious that this might represent a suitable
way towards finding less traditional or new melting
methods, as such approaches would be free of any
burden of tradition. This type of study may thus be
divided into the following two stages:
l. Determination of favourable types of flow and
conditions for their implementation.
2. Utilization of theoretical models in seeking and
verifying the suggested types ofiiow and the con
ditions for their implementation.
The present study had the objective of accomplish
ing the programme of point 1, on the basis of existing
�nowledge of the basic melting processes.
2. DETERMINING THE IDEAL CONDITIONS OF THE
COURSE OF MELTING PROCESSES IN THE MELTING

ZONES

In order to establish the optimum character of glass
melt flow and the conditions for its realization, it is
first necessary to define the optimum conditions for
the basic melting processes. For this purpose, it is ad
vantageous to divide the actual melting process into
Ceramics - Silikaty c. 1, 1993

its basic components, i.e. the melting proper (involv
ing chemical reactions and dissolution), refining and
homogenization.
With all these stages, minimizing the time for their
accomplishment will be of decisive value, as the time
factor is a very significant melting characteristic [l].
It is always assumed that the processes are not con
trolled by energy transport or �he behaviour of froth.
I. T h e a c tua l b a t c h m el t ing
The respective processes include above all the dis
solution of solid particles in the melt, and are effected
by chemical reactions and diffusion. Their rate can be
raised by high temperature and extensive co'nvection.
Under ideal conditions of blending, the time of a�
complishment of the melting proper can be reduced
to that required for the chemical r�actions Tchem at
the given temperature, and the maximum particle
size. If the temperatures exceed the melting points
of the dissolving particles, the time is zero. The ideal
conditions can therefore be defined as follows: tem
peratures above the melting point of the dissolving
particles, ideal mixing, technologically and economi
cally viable reduction of the maximum particle sizes.
II. Ref i n i n g
The so-called seed-free time, that is the time for
achieving a buble-free melt, is of basic importance.
As the mechanism of bubble elimination by dissolv
ing is only exceptional and even theoretically cannot
become the main process of seed removal [2], atten
tion should be focu�ed on the mechanism of bubble
rising to the melt surface. A significant part is played
here by the diffusion growth of bubbles, the diffusion
rate being contro1}ed by temperature ( equilibrium of
refining agents in the melt, the values od diffusion co
efficients), convection of the melt, as well as by the
speed ofbuhble movement with respect to that of the
melt. The behaviour of the bubbles, once they have
risen to the melt surface, is not yet considered. The
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state of the system is significantly affected by tem
perature, as well as by pressure. The rising of bubbles
is a so-called macroprocess, whose rate is also deter
mined by geometrical conditions (e.g. the glass melt
thickness). Forces promoting the coalescing of ,bub
bles (ultrasound, centrifugal force) as well as surface
forces resulting from the difference in surface stress or
equilibrium of ions producing diffusive gases (electric
potential) may also be significant. Under ideal condi
tions, the time of refining can be reduced to the time
required for the bubbles to rise to the melt surface: in
that case the bubble growth is controlled solely by the
viscosity forces of the melt, or large coalesced bubbles
are removed. For this case, the ideal conditions may
be defined as follows: temperatures ensuring oversa
turation of the melt by gaseous components (or uti
lization of the respective electric potentials), use of
substances liberating gases or vapours und;r suitable
conditions, a low pressure, conditions for rapid coales
cence (these cannot be defined in a simple way) 1 suit
able geometry (a short bubble ascent path). While at
first neglecting the more complex conditions such as
the effects of electric potential, surface tension forces,
centrifugal forces and ultrasound, we shall define the
optimum just by high temperature (oversaturation by
diffusing components), low pressure (technically at
tainable), optimum additions of refining agents, ideal
blending and a short bubble ascent path.
III . Ho m o g e ni z a t i o n
The respective processes include equalization of
concentration gradients of reacting, melting and dis
solving batch components. This. equalization takes
place on both macro- and microscales, being in both
cases strongly affected by temperature, but particu
larly so by mixing. Under conditions of ideal mixing 1
the time of homogenization is zero. The ideal condi
tions for homogenization can then be defined as fol
lows: high temperatures, and above all ideal mixing.
The conditions mentioned above defin� the state.
necessary for attaining the maximum rates of the
melting processes: in the case of the actual melt
ing zones, one has also to include conditions associ
ated directly with the melt flow dynamics. On doing
this and summarizing all the conditions, one obtains
the following i:equirements for glass melting furnace
zones:
a) Maximum rate of the courses of melting processes
- extreme temperatures (above the melting points of
the particles being dissolved, or ensuring oversatu
ration of the melt with refining components), ideal
mixing ability, low pressure, optimum application of
refining agents, a short bubble ascent path.
b) Zero proportion of dead areas in the melting zone

[1].

c) The same formation history of all glass melt ele
ments, attainable either by a history identical as to
all the conditions necessary (time, temperature, etc.)
or by a history including compensation.
The term history is understood to mean the be
haviour of a glass melt element from the momeiit it
entered the melting zone to that of its exit. The term
"history including compensation" covers such cases
when an unfavourable factor of the history of a glass
element (such as temperature) has been completely
or partially compensated by another factor of the his
tory (e.g. the time of residence in the melting zone).
3. SELECTION OF THE OPTIMUM CHARACTER OF
MELT FLOW THROUGH THE MELTING ZONE

It is important to notice how the demands on op
timum melting zones are met by actual or designed
furnaces. The requirements may be divided into sev
eral groups:
a) Real (classical) melting furnaces.
The maximum rate of the melting processes has not
been ensured, or at the best only in a part of the
furnace. The temperatures do not attain the melt
ing points of the particles being dissolved; and on the
other hand sometimes and somewhere exceed those
adequate for rapid refini!lg, The mixing capability is
either very poor or satisfactory in a small part of the
zone only, low pressures are not applied (with the ex
ception of discontinuous furnaces), the bubble ascent
paths are usually long. The furnaces contain large
or small dead areas, the glass element histories show
great differences, compensation is only partial and
rather accidental.
b) Melting zones operating under extreme tempera
ture conditions.
The requirement for extreme temperature is not met
in the entire melting zone, the temperature does not
attain the melting point of the particles being dis
solved. The desired conditions are approached by
some types of electric furnaces. The future might
bring very small (but efficient) melting zones opera
ted at about the melting points of the particles be
ing dissolved, with zero dead areas and a virtually
piston-type of flow. The practical obstacles include
a shortage of suitable refractories, their corrosion and
excessive volatilization of glass components.
c) Melting zones (ensuring a rapid course of only
some of the melting processes) are operated at ex
treme mixing conditions. This group includes th:e pro
posed melting in turbulence furnaces [3], particularly
the use of special mixing burners (supplying both the
heating medium and the batch), combined with melt
ing in a flowing layer [4] and the use of submerged
burners [5]. In such furnaces, there would be no dead
Ceramics - Silikaty c. 1, 1993
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of various possibilities
of simulating the piston flow in melting zones. a - trans
verse partitions elongating the working stream vertically; b
- transverse partitions elongating the working stream hori
zontally; c - horizontal partitions; d - an inclined plane.

areas, and the element histories would be quite identi
cal ( with the exception of the case of submerged bu:m
ers). However, such melting zones would have the dis
advantages of extensive corrosion and erosion of the
walls, a'iid extensive volatilization from the melt. The
furnaces would be technologically very demanding.
Melting refinig zones:
A subgroup of these types of melting zones is repre
sented by areas or conditions ensuring solely refining,
that is seed elimination. The use of ultrasoun_d has so
far been hindered by both material and technolgical
obstacles [6], and application of underpre�sure by in
adequate knowledge of suitable conditions, volatiliza
tion and technological problems (feeding). The cen
trifugal method would also have to overcome serious
technological problems associated with glass melt ro
tation [7]. Refining under reduced pressure at medium
temperatures in separate furnace compartments ap
pears to be feasible [8]. For the latter case, the ex
istence Qf dead areas is of no great significance, ,and
identical glass element history is not ensured.
cl) Melting ·zones free from circulation flow (using pis
ton flow only). With this type of furnace, qne dimen
sion usually greatly exceeds the other two, so that no
conditions for circulation arise. A similar effect can
be achieved by dividing the melting zone by partition
walls, as shown on the examples in Fig. 1 a-c, or by
creating several melting zones in succession, or by us
ing inclined planes (Fig. 1.d). These concepts have the
common feature ofno dead areas ( this need not .be the
case with the partitioned zones), the element histo
ries can differ, but in some case may become mutually
compensated. Th.e conditions for very rapid courses of
the processes are not met owing to relatively low tem
peratures and unsatisfactory mixing conditions. Both
types have the drawback of a considerable complexCeramics - Silikaty c. 1, 1993

ity and a high loss rate ( with furnaces with a .strongly
prevailing single dimension).
There is the question whether there are a,t all some
other possible ways ofproducing glass ·melt and meet
ing the requirements for-ideal conditions at least to
some degree. The potential melting methods men
tioned ahove have drawbacks especially when using
very high temperatures (a high theoretical heat con
sumption) and would have problems associated with
corrosion, erosion and volatilization,, and structural
design. Some results presented in [1] indicate the pos
siQility of arranging the melting proper so· as to pro
ceed at lower or medium temperatures while using
controlled convection (low losses and low theoretical
heat consumption), and a separate zone for refining.
From the standpoint of energy savings, the r�fining
should also be performed at reasonably low tempera
tures.
To be able to determine a suitable type of" con
trolled flow, one should assess the two basic types of
flow from the standpoint of determining the optimum
conditions.
I. Pi s t o n flow
One of the basic conditions of the maximum rate
of course of the melting processes, the mixing abil
ity, is not met, being the lowest in the case of piston
flow. However, the conditions ad b) and c) in part 2
are conformed to. The compliance with ideal condi
tions is shown s·chematic.ally in Fig. 2 on the plot of
the time of residen�e in the form of the probability
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Fig. 2. Probability density of the time of residence of glass
melt elements. 1 - for the case of piston flow; 2 .- for
that of ideal mixer in the melting zone, TG = 1. rd is the
geometrical time of residence; ra = V/V , where V is the
zone capacity and V is the flow rate by volume; 'f is the
mean residence t�me.
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proceeds in a way comparable to that of the piston
flow.

ided mixing

direction

of pu.l flow

Fig. 3. Representation of the formation of currents in
pseudopiston flow.

density function f (r). The Ttechnol represents the time
required for accomplishing the slowest process. A pos
sible shift of Ttechnol to the left (dissolution of solid
particles) can only be effected by raising temperature
(under the given mixing conditions), a shift to zero
is possible only for temperatures exceeding the melt
ing points of the particles being dissolved. The time
of homogenization will always have a non-zero value,
and the.same applies to refining.
II . T h e i d e a l m i x e r

It is therefore clear that the ideal conditions being
seeked should include the distribution of the residence
time and the equivalence of the individual paths,
characteristic of the piston flow, and the same quality
of the paths and a maximum speeding up of the melt
ing processes, characteristic of the ideal mixer. At the
same time, the conditions should ensure a zero dead
area, which is common to both extreme cases. One of
the possibilities of approaching such ideal conditions
is to adjust such a type of flow at whicl.J_ the melt
is mixed in an ideal way only in the direction per
pendicular to the local direction of flow between the
inlet and the outlet (working flow). T4e result could
be called "pseudopiston flow". Its principle is shown
schematically in Fig. 3. The resulting flow would best
secure the conditions a-c in part 2. Under ideal con
ditions of such a pseudopiston flow, the time of melt
homogenization would be zero, the time of dissolu
tion of solid particles would comprise only the time
required for the chemical reactions to take place, and
the seed-free time would essentially not differ from
that of piston flow. The latter process would probably
represent a limiting factor of the entire melting stage,
and this fact speaks for the separate refining space
with suitable conditions for refining (such as reduced
pressure). The indicated way towards seeking the con
ditions of pseudopiston flow can be approached by
means of residence time distribution (Fig.4).

The basic condition of the requirement for maxi
mum rate of melting processes, an ideal mixing capa
bility, is met, as is the condition of identical quality
of paths of glass melt elemeqts. Howev�r, the reduced
time of dissolution of solid particles down to Tchem
An usual case of the distribution of particle res
anq the time of homogenization to zero, are compen
idence time in current tank furnaces is represented
sated by an extremely disadvantageous distribution
by curves 1 and 1'. Both curves share the existence of
of the time of residence, as follows {rom curve 2 in
dead areas, and therefore f < ra . Curve 1' represents
Fig. 2. The condition of equal quality ad c) in part 2
a somewhat more favourable case when the dispersion
is thus met only partially. The elimination of bubbles
between the reside�ce time is smaller (requirement c
in part 2). A similar distribution can be exhibited
by the quantity characterizing the melting conditions
along the path, which in the case of diffusion pro
cesses can be substituted by the mean temperature 'i'
i
An
along the path. By applying a favourable type of flow
r,
1'
I 12'
(approaching the pseudopiston flow), both curves, 1
I I
I I
and l' can be shifted to the right (while somewhat
I I
changing their shape) until f = ra, as indicated by
I I
l I
curves 2 and 2'; in that case all dead areas are elim
inated and a melting reserve is formed. Curve 2' is
I I I\ 2
'
I I
again more advantageous with respect to requirement
I I I \
ad c) in part 2. The reserve obtained can be used to
I I
\ \
\.
�
increase the melting zone throughput (by reducing
ra)
until the reserve is spent. Very approximately, by
'r'acceleration ci
decrease of
reducing the dead area from the original m1 to m2
diffusion processes dead room
(corresponding to the simulated pseudopiston flow),
the throughput of the melting zone could be increased
Fig. 4. Distribution of the time of residence of glass melt 1 - m2/l - m1 ttmes, and the melting loss reduced
elements in the melting zone, possibly distribution of mean by the same factor. At the extensive mixing effect of
temperatures along the individual paths.
the flow i:µvolved, the absolute time required for the
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chemical processes to take place is shortened (theoret
ically down to Tchem), which further decreases the TG
to a value close to that of Tchem, and again increases
the output and reduces losses by the rG/rchem ratio
(at a narrow distribution).
The Figure allows the so-called compensation to
be explained. If the distribution of both the time of
residence and the mean temperatures is expressed by
a steep distribution (e.g. by curve 1'), the state is al
most ideal, similar to that expressed by meeting con
dition c) in part 2. Ifthe distributions ofboth the time
of residence and the mean temperatures are expressed
by flat curves (e.g. 1), the overall path qualities may
become compensated if the shortest residence times
correspond to the highest mean temperatures .and
vice versa. However, distinct critical paths may arise
ifthe short paths correspond to the low temperatures,
and vice versa. If the time distribution is expressed
by a steep curve and that of temperatures by a flat
one, critical paths arise at those ofthe lowest temper
atures. With the opposite configuration, the critical
paths will occur at those with the shortest time ofres
idence. The compensation factor may generally play
a significant part in the application of the semipiston
flow even when the requirement ad c) in part 2 is far
from being met.
Another possibility can thus be added to the types
of melting zones a-d mentioned in Chapter 3.
e) Melting zones with pseudopiston flow.
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The geometrical conditions include not only the ba
sic shape and size of the melting, zone, but also all
floaters, skewbacks, curtain walls extending down into
the glass, the number and types of working outlets,
and the numbers and types and arrangement of in
dividual cells in the case of composite melting cham
bers.
To make use of all these elements in the seeking of
suitable types offlow, suitable models should be avail
able., Nowadays, the mathematical models are gene
rally preferred because of their considerable :flexibil
ity. Ofparticular value are models ofboth simple and
complex melting zones, those including heating elec
trodes and gas bubbling. Some models of ·this type
are already in use.
5. CONCLUSION

It is advantage,ous when the seeking of more effec
tive or quite new methods of glass Il}elting is based
on ideal conditions for effecting the main melting prg
cesses, namely the melting proper, refining and ho
mogenization. K�owledge of these conditions allows
the basic demands on the melting zones to be defined,
including those associated with glass flow. On the ba
sis of these conditions, the existing and the potential
future melting methods can be divided into several
categories and their advantages and drawbacks as
sessed. This classification as well as evaluation ofideal
piston flow and an ideal mixer has allqwed another al
ternative to be theoretically studied and proposed. It
4. THE MEASURES AFFECTING FLOW IN MELTING
is a combination of piston flow with an ideal mixer,
ZONES
and may be called semipiston flow. The way towards
its implementation has been indicated by defining the
In order to implement the type offlow being seeked, means available for accomplishing the task. Math
me has to define the measures and means allowing ematical modelling provides the necessary tools for
the flow to be effectively influenced on a macroscale. verifying the theoretical assumptions, and namely the
The measures can be divided as follows:
respective conditions. The first step to be taken in this
1. Effects of an external force field (primarily grav direction will be a study ofthe effects ofthe tempera
itational - free convection).
ture field on glass flow in a simple melting z�ne, and
2. Geometrical conditions in the melting zone.
of the possibilities of establishing the pseudopiston
On utilizing free convection, the aim is to find a suit flow.
able type of temperature field in the glassmelt either
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VYBER CHARAKTERU PROUDENI VE SKLARSKYCH
TAVICICH PROSTORECH
LUBOMIR NEMEC, IDA LUXOVA
Ustav chemie skelnych a keramickych materialu CSA V,
Sokolska 38, 120 00 Praha 2

Pfi hledam optimalnich podminek taveni a vlastnost{
tavidho prostoru je jednim z diilezitych faktorii charak
ter prouden{ skloviny. Ukazuje se, ze pri tomto hle4ani je
vyhodnejs{ vychazet ze znalosti o za.kladnich tavicich po
chodech a hledat a priori vyliodne typy proudeni pro jejich
uskutecneni, nez vyuzivat predevsim zkusenosti a poznat
kii o realnych tavidch agregatech. Clanek definuje idealni
podminky pro uskutecneni vlastniho taveni, cefeni a ho
mogenizace a definuje zakladm'. pozadavky na sklarske ta
vici prostory z hlediska pril.behu techto dejil.. Na za.klade
vlastnosti pistoveho toku, jakoz i idealru'ho misice a s pfi
lilednutfm k pozadavkiim na skla.rske tavid prostory, je
navrzen vyhodny typ proudeni v tavidm prostoru, kte
ry napodobuje pistovy tok s idealnim mfchanim ve smeru
kolmem na smer pistoveho toku. Tento typ proudeni nejle
pe sphiuje pozadavky na maximalni rychlost priibehu ta
vidch pochodu, co nejmensi mrtvy prostor a srovnatelnou

tavici kvalitu jednotlivych drah sldoviny tavicim prosto
rem. N avrzeny typ proudeni neni prozatim napodobovan
nebo navrhovan v soucasnych tavicich agregatech. Na pH
kladu distribuce doh zdrzeni mysleneho taviciho prosto
ru je demonstrovano pil.sobeni navrzeneho typu proudeni
na snizeni eµergeticke spotreby a zvyseni vykonu taviciho
prostoru. Jako prostredky ovlivimjici proudeni jsou uve
deny riizne typy silovych poli a geometrickych podminek
Overeni navrzenych typil. proudeni se jevi nejvyhodnejsim
pomoci matematickych modelil., ktere jsou,velmi flexibilni
a jsou schopny zahrnout tavici deje.
Obr. 1. Schematicke znazornen{ ruznych moinosU napo
doben{ p{stoveho toku V tavic(ch prostorech. a - pf{cne
pfepaiky s vertikaln{m prodlouien{m pracovnfho prou
den{;' b - pr{cne prepaiky s horizontaln{m prodlouie
n{m pracovnz'ho prouden{; c - horizontaln{ pi'epaiky d
- sikma rovina.
Obr. 2. Funkce hustoty pravdepodobnosti dob zdrien{ ele
mentu skloviny pro przpad p{stoveho toku {1} a ide
alm'ho m{sice {2} v tavic{m prostoru, TG = 1. TG geometricka doba zdrien{; TG = V/V, kde V je objem
zai'{zen{ a V objemovy prv.tok; 'f - strednf doba zdrie
n{.
Obr. 3. Znazornen{ vzniku prouden{'pri pseudop{stovem
toku.
Obr. 4. Distribuce dob zd;ien{ elementu skloviny v tavi
cfm prostoru, pr{padne distribuce strednfrh teplot podel
jednotlivych drah.
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